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WARNINGS

WARNING: Failure to properly handle, monitor, maintain, or operate equipment can lead
to death or injury.

WARNING: Use only the Oxygen Lines supplied by HVO, or green oxygen-rated Lines.

WARNING: Do not smoke or use an open flame near the HVO System.

WARNING: Do not get grease or other combustible materials on or near the HVO
System, as oxygen increases their flammability.

WARNING: Avoid reaching your hand into the Main or Drone Headbox unless instructed
to do so, as there may be live electricity.

WARNING: Only use oxygen rated sealants and parts

WARNING: Pressurized tank must be emptied before servicing

WARNING: Do not operate the equipment for any other purpose or in any other manner
than what is specified in this manual.

WARNING: Do not change the settings on the controller. This can lead to mechanical
failure and will void the warranty.

CAUTIONS

CAUTION: For life-supporting operations, a back up oxygen cylinder is essential to
deliver oxygen continuously through power outages or mechanical interruptions.

CAUTION: Do not drop or drag a Tank, or let it strike a hard surface.

CAUTION: Make sure the HVO System is electrically grounded through the primary
power cord.

CAUTION: When turning the HVO System OFF, wait a minimum of 10 seconds before
turning it ON again. If you turned it OFF during the Charging stage, wait a minimum of 5
minutes to allow back-pressure to escape.

CAUTION: Concentrator power switches must be ON when the units are attached to the
HVO System.

CAUTION: Use straps or chains to keep tanks upright and secure

CAUTION: The HVO system must be operated in an upright position only, with no
obstruction blocking the cooling fan on the machine.

CAUTION: Do not use a tool to tighten coaxial cable connections or oxygen line nuts that
attach to the Concentrators.

CAUTION: Ensure that all concentrators are powered ON and plugged into an HVO relay
box while connected to the HVO manifold. Otherwise, the system may pull humid air
through the concentrator(s), which may reduce their efficiency over time.
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CAUTION: Power or signal failure to the relay box can cause concentrators to be off
while the compressor is running. This condition can draw atmosphere through the
concentrators and cause damage to the sieve beds.

CAUTION: Do not use chemical products to clean the HVO System components.

CAUTION: Use care when performing a bubble test for leaks inside the Headbox as the
bubble solution may damage the electronics.

CAUTION: Do not attempt to remove fittings from a pressurized tank. Always
de-pressurize the tank first.

CAUTION: Make sure your oxygen concentrators are located in a well-ventilated room.
Small rooms or closets without sufficient airflow may result in reduced O2 percentage.

CAUTION: When emptying O2 tanks, do not let the oxygen blow into hair or clothing as a
spark or flame may cause instantaneous combustion.

1. Introduction
This user manual provides information about the installation, care, and proper use of the HVO
Pro Series line of Oxygen Generating Systems. It is intended to help users understand how the
HVO system works, as well as how to plan for its installation, install the system, maintain it,
troubleshoot, and address issues. The intended audience for this manual is prospective buyers,
owners, administrators, maintenance personnel, and 3rd party service providers.

1.1. Manufacturer Information
High Volume Oxygen (HVO) manufactures affordable, expandable, reliable, serviceable, and
safe oxygen generating systems for a variety of applications. Since 2011, HVO has been
delivering solutions worldwide, to the aquaculture, beverages, scientific and art glass,
horticulture, veterinary, and environmental industries.

HVLPO2 LLC dba High Volume Oxygen
500 W South St., Suite #4, Lincoln, NE 68522 USA
(402) 476-0555
www.highvolumeoxygen.com
info@highvolumeoxygen.com
Online Help Form

1.2. Warranty

The HVO Pro Series Oxygen Generating System is covered by a limited one year
warranty, based on a signed registration form returned to HVO by mail.

1.3. Use of this Manual
● A WARNING gives information and instructions to avoid injury to persons.
● A CAUTION gives information and instruction to avoid damage to equipment.
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● A NOTE gives additional information.
● Italics show components of the HVO System.
● Underlines are for references to other sections of this Manual.
● “Figure” and “Item” references point to a visual representation of the information or

instruction.

● A symbol or text in blue and underlined is a link to a related section of this manual
or to an external document, video or web page.

● The Glossary gives definitions for special or important terms used in this Manual.
● If the information you need can’t be found, try the HVO Support Page
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2. System Description
2.1. General

The HVO Oxygen Generating System (HVO System) separates nitrogen from ambient air
to isolate and store oxygen for on-demand usage. For applications that require 90-96%
purity (per the USP Oxygen 93 standard), the HVO System replaces compressed oxygen
cylinders and liquid oxygen tanks.

Figure 1 - HVO System Components

The HVO System generates and stores oxygen using an automated Charging Cycle, in
which oxygen is generated on demand. Concentrators generate oxygen that flows through
a Manifold and Compressor and is stored under pressure in the Tank:
● The HVO system turns ON when the Tank pressure goes below the low “setpoint”

(usually 100 psi).
● It turns OFF when pressure in the Tank reaches the high “setpoint” (usually 150 psi).

The HVO System consists of the combination of a Main Unit, one or more optional Drone
Units , two or more PSA Oxygen Concentrators, one or more Relay Boxes, and one or
more optional Storage Tanks. Each HVO System configuration is designed to meet the
user’s usage requirements. It is modular and can be expanded to increase capacity by
adding new components to the original configuration.
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The Main includes a computer/controller, and sensors to continuously monitor Tank
pressure, oxygen purity, as well as headbox temperature, relative humidity, and
atmospheric pressure. Audible and visual messages, as well as email and/or text
messages, are generated for different statuses.

The HVO System noise level is determined by the configuration and the space, but is
usually in the 50-70 decibels range (approximately the loudness of a washing machine).

2.2. Main and Drone Units
Each Main and Drone Unit consists of an oxygen-clean Storage Tank with a Headbox
bolted to it. Each Headbox contains a Compressor, Pop-off Breaker, Pressure Release
Solenoid (aka “Dump Valve”), and fan,  but the Main has additional components and
functions.

Figure 2 - Main Headbox
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The Headbox of a Main contains a Controller which, together with its Network Interface
Module (NIM), and software and configuration data, manages the operation of the system
to:

● Collect measurements from the pressure, purity and environment sensors
● Start the warm up period for Concentrators
● Transmit Tank Pressure and Oxygen Purity Sensor measurements to display System

status
● Communicate with the Seeing Eye Cloud Monitoring Service
● Determine what to show on the LCD screen
● Turn LEDs ON/OFF to show status of oxygen purity and Tank pressure
● Control audible alarms for low oxygen purity or Tank pressure
● Give network connection information

The Charging Cycle is managed by the Controller, which uses data from the integrated
pressure sensor to determine when to generate and compress oxygen and when to stop.
When Tank pressure is below the low setpoint pressure (normally 100 psi), the Controller
begins the Warm-up stage, during which the Concentrators and the Pressure Release
Solenoid are turned ON.

Figure 3 - Drone Headbox

After the Warm-up stage has ended (normally after 2 minutes), the Charging stage begins,
during which the Compressor is turned ON and the Pressure Release Solenoid is turned
OFF, at which point the system begins storing oxygen in the Tank.

When the Tank pressure reaches the high setpoint pressure (normally 150 psi), the
Controller begins the Venting stage, during which the Compressors and Concentrators are
turned off, but the Pressure Release Solenoid remains energized and open for a period of
90 seconds to vent residual oxygen coming from the Concentrators. Once Venting has
completed, the Pressure Release Solenoid is again turned off.

NOTE: If you power OFF the HVO system while it is in the CHARGING stage,
back-pressure may develop due to the off-gassing of the concentrators. This
pressure may cause the Compressor to bind when the system is powered back
ON. If left in this state for several minutes, the compressor may fail.
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Software is loaded into the Controller before delivery, and can be updated by HVO
remotely (presuming that there is an active subscription and an active network
connection), or by replacing  the Micro SD card.

Three LEDs on the LCD Screen show System status (red for low oxygen purity, green for
normal oxygen purity, and blue for low pressure).

A Drone must be connected to the Main with a coaxial cable to receive signals, and a
Braided Steel Line so that the tank assemblies become one unit of storage, at the same
level of pressure. A Drone allows more Concentrators and/or Storage Tanks to be added,
to expand the generating capacity of the HVO System.

2.3. Storage Tank
A Storage Tank is an oxygen-clean pressure vessel. They are available in different sizes
to add storage capacity for oxygen generated by the HVO System. Tanks must be
connected to one another or a Main or Drone by a Braided-Steel Line to connect them
together to form a single storage unit, with a common pressure.

At the top of each Tank, there is a Safety Blow-off Valve that will release oxygen if the tank
is pressurized to more than 200 psi.

2.4. PSA Oxygen Concentrator
The HVO System is compatible with most 5-10 LPM PSA Oxygen Concentrators sold in
North America that have a mechanical power switch. Contact HVO to confirm compatibility
of a model of Concentrator. A Concentrator contains two sieve beds, which are
Zeolite-filled chambers which separate oxygen from other gasses in ambient air, yielding
high-purity oxygen. The number of Concentrators attached to an HVO System can be
configured to support the usage requirements of the customer.

Figure 4 - PSA Oxygen Concentrators

Each Concentrator is plugged into a Relay Box to integrate it with the HVO System. The
Controller of the HVO System turns the Relay Box on and off based on the pressure in
the tank(s), so that the Concentrator will generate oxygen only when it is needed.
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Many Concentrators have built-in audible alarms that sense high temperature, low oxygen
purity, and other anomalous conditions. Refer to your particular Concentrator’s
manufacturer documentation for details.

NOTE: Using different models of oxygen concentrators on the same HVO manifold
may reduce their efficiency, especially if they have different output pressures, as the
higher pressure models will suppress the output of the others.

2.5. Relay Box
A Relay Box is a steel box with three or five outlets, and two coaxial connectors.
Concentrators are plugged into the outlets, and the Relay Box is connected to another
Relay Box, a Drone, or the Main by a coaxial cable. When the Main senses low pressure,
it sends a signal to turn the Relay Boxes (and thus Concentrators) ON to start the oxygen
generation (Charging Cycle). Signals can be daisy-chained by way of coax cables to
multiple relay boxes.

Figure 5 - Relay Boxes

2.6. Oxygen Regulator
The HVO System uses a Harris 247-50 Regulator, which is designed for low-pressure and
high-flow. Contact HVO to buy or to confirm compatibility of a model of Regulator.

Figure 6 - Oxygen Regulator
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The Regulator controls the pressure of oxygen flowing outbound from the Tank to external
devices/systems. The Regulator has a gauge that shows the pressure on the line that the
HVO system is feeding. A second gauge next to the regulator shows the pressure in the
Storage Tank(s).

NOTE: The brass valve handle on the regulator works opposite a normal valve.
Turn the handle clockwise to OPEN the regulator and increase pressure,
counter-clockwise to reduce pressure or CLOSE it.

2.7. Compressor
The Compressor receives oxygen from the HVO manifold and stores it in one or more
interconnected Tanks. Every HVO Pro Series system is outfitted with either a Mighty Mite
or a MAX compressor. The two compressors differ slightly in their capabilities. The Mighty
Mite can pressurize the input of up to five 10 LPM oxygen concentrators, while the MAX
can handle up to six 10 LPM oxygen concentrators. Each is capable of achieving a Tank
pressure of up to a maximum of 150 psi.

Figure 7 - Mighty Mite Compressor

For quick and easy replacement of compressors, a Compressor Assembly is available
which is secured to a mounting plate that is held down by 4 bolts. This makes it possible
to replace a compressor without removing the headbox from the Tank.

Each Compressor Assembly is equipped with a Check Valve to prevent tank pressure
from escaping through the compressor, and a Pressure Release Solenoid to prevent
back-pressure from causing the compressor to strain at startup. See Compressor
Assembly instructions.

2.8. Remote Monitor
If you need to keep track of the status of your HVO system from a different room, either
wirelessly or using an Ethernet cable, the optional Remote Monitor is designed with that
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purpose in mind. The Remote Monitor is a 10.1” table-top and wall-mountable screen with
speakers, an internal computer, a power supply and a stand. It comes with a small
wireless Keyboard/Mouse with an internal rechargeable battery, USB charging cable, and
USB “Keyboard Dongle”.

Figure 8 - Remote Monitor

The Remote Monitor shows status updates from the HVO System in a separate room,
with large fonts and four color-coded status levels, as follows:

● Normal
● Sub-normal
● Warning
● Critical

The Remote Monitor also gives different audible alarms for two types of conditions with
Tank pressure and oxygen purity; one for “warning”, one for “critical”. Alarm volume is
controlled with the left and right arrow buttons on top of the Remote Monitor.

2.9. Automated Monitoring
The HVO Seeing Eye™ Cloud Monitoring Service is an IoT application that transmits
secure, encrypted messages to HVO’s cloud platform via your LAN, using either WiFi or
Ethernet. The service records important system metrics, such as tank pressure and
oxygen purity, in a cloud database. Up to one year of data is retained per subscription.

As many as five accounts can be registered per subscription to enable users in your
organization to view historical graphs and get system alerts via text and email.
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Figure 9 - Seeing Eye™ Historical Graph

The Controller provides data about Tank pressure, oxygen purity, Headbox ambient
temperature, relative humidity, and atmospheric pressure to the cloud to inform users
about the state of the HVO System.

If the HVO system loses its Internet connection, data is saved in the Network Interface
Module (NIM) for up to four hours. If the connection is restored, the transactions that failed
to reach the cloud will be retransmitted. If the connection takes longer than four hours to
restore, the saved transactions will be discarded and new readings will be saved.

To activate the Seeing Eye™ cloud monitoring service, contact HVO. Note that this
service is fee-based. The first year is included with the purchase of a new Pro Series
system.

3. Planning and Preparation
3.1. Operating Environment

The installation location must have the following conditions:

● Ambient Temperature 50-90°F
● Ambient Humidity < 90%
● Protection from dust, solvents, grease, or other sources of hydro-carbons
● Free of poisonous or corrosive gases
● Compliance with CGA guidelines for pressurized gas cylinders
● Fresh air exchange at a minimum rate of 50 CFM per concentrator
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3.2. Floor Space Requirements
The location must have enough space for each component of the HVO System to fit with
air circulation around it, give access to the back of each component, and have a gap of
more than 12 inches above each Headbox for the lid to open. Total space requirements
are based on the configuration of each individual HVO System. This section provides
general information and examples to assist in planning and preparation.

Main and Drone Units:

Capacity, Orientation Dimensions (W x H x D) Weight

20 Gallon, horizontal 38” x 28” x 16” 120 lbs

30 Gallon, vertical 25” x 51” x 17” 151 lbs

60 Gallon, vertical 30” x 62” x 20” 234 lbs

80 Gallon, vertical 30” x 62” x 24” 290 lbs

Storage Tanks: Approximately 42 lbs lighter and 10 inches shorter than the equivalent
Main or Drone, because it does not have a Headbox.

Other components:

Component Dimensions (W x H x D) Weight

Concentrators* 20” x 30” x 15” 50-60 lbs

Relay Box, 3 outlet 10.5” x 6.5” x 6.5” 8 lbs

Relay Box, 5 outlet 18” x 6.5” x 10” 12 lbs
*Concentrator models differ but none are larger than the size and weight given above.

A two or three-shelf steel rack, with or without casters, can hold the Concentrators and
Relay Boxes. If there will be more than two shelves, attach the rack to the wall, and do not
use casters.

Example Configurations

A. An HVO System with a 30-gallon Main, four Concentrators, and two 3-outlet Relay
Boxes: Concentrators fit on a two-shelf steel rack 48” W x 60” H x 18” D with a load
capacity of 200 lbs per shelf. An area with a footprint of 24 sq.ft. and height of 72” is
enough total space. The 60” height accounts for the concentrators on the top shelf.
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Figure 10 - Example Configuration “A”

B. An HVO System with a 60-gallon Main, a 60-gallon Drone, ten Concentrators, and two
5-outlet Relay Boxes: Concentrators fit on a pair of two-shelf steel racks 48” W x 60” H
18” D with a load capacity of 200 lbs per shelf. An area with a footprint of 48 sq. ft. will
provide enough space. The 60” height accounts for the concentrators on the top shelf.

Figure 11 - Example Configuration “B”

3.3. Power Requirements
The installation location must have at least the power capacity that follows:

● A dedicated 110 VAC, 60 Hz, 20 amp circuit for each 3-outlet Relay Box.
● A dedicated 110 VAC, 60 Hz, 30 amp circuit for each 5-outlet Relay Box (with a NEMA

L5-30P outlet).
● A dedicated 110 VAC / 15A circuit with a grounded three-prong outlet for each Main

and each Drone.
● Power-surge protection for the Main.

Only use supplied power cords. Do not use extension cords.

Ensure that the equipment is properly grounded through the power cord. Do not install in
locations without an earth ground connection.

Use only oxygen concentrators rated at 5A or less with the relay box.

3.4. Continuous Operation Options
If the HVO Seeing EyeTM Cloud Monitoring and Notification System will be used the
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facility must have Internet access. For more information, see Automated Monitoring.

To ensure continuity of operation, consider the following options:

● Backup power generator
● Compressed oxygen cylinders on manual standby
● Compressed oxygen cylinders on an “automatic changeover manifold”
● Spare components, such as a Concentrator, Compressor, Controller, and filters for

your model of oxygen concentrator

4. Set up and Operation
4.1. Unboxing the HVO System

Remove the HVO System from the Crate(s) as follows:

1. Use a pallet jack to put the Crate near where the HVO System will be installed.

NOTE: Keep the Concentrator boxes to use in case a concentrator must be
returned for repair.

2. Remove the screws from the Crate lid.
3. Remove the screws from the Crate sides and take off the walls.
4. Remove the boxes from the Crate.
5. Use a 9/16" socket or wrench to remove the Nuts that hold the Tank to the base of the

Crate.

4.2. System Installation
Make sure the facility meets the HVO System requirements (Refer to Planning and
Preparation).

Install the HVO System as follows:

1. Confirm that the components needed for the HVO System are all present.
2. If a component has visible damage, contact HVO.
3. Put the components in their final locations.
4. Attach one end of the coaxial cable onto the back of the HVO System by screwing it

onto the threaded coaxial connector in the center of the rear of the head unit.
5. Plug one of the supplied power cords into the power cord receptacle in the back of the

head unit.
6. Place the relay box near the oxygen concentrators. Don’t place the relay box on the

oxygen concentrators or on the HVO System, as over time the vibration could cause it
to fall or fail.

7. Attach the other end of the coaxial cable to the relay box by screwing it onto either of
the two threaded coaxial connectors  on the Relay Box.

8. For an HVO System with more than one Relay Box, use Coaxial Cables to attach
them to each other in sequence (“daisy chain”).
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9. For an HVO System with more than one Tank, use Braided Steel Lines to attach them
to each other in sequence.

10. Use the supplied ⅜” vinyl oxygen line to attach the manifold to the oxygen input
push-to-connect at the back of the Main Headbox. Insert the line firmly, then tug
gently to make sure the connection is snug.

11. For oxygen concentrators with a removable battery-powered alarm, consult the
manufacturer documentation or video that instructs on its removal. This will prevent
unnecessary alarms from sounding when the Charging Cycle stops.

12. Plug the power cord of each Concentrator into a Relay Box outlet.
13. Attach one end of the supplied clear oxygen line to the oxygen output or outlet of

each Concentrator and the other end to a connector on the Manifold.
14. Gently hand-tighten and tug to know that each Line is secure.
15. Put the Regulator in position on the Main Tank and use a wrench to tighten it.
16. Turn each oxygen concentrator ON. Note that the concentrator won’t receive power

until the HVO system is running.

CAUTION: Do not use power-surge protectors for the Relay Box(es).

17. Plug the Power Cord of each Relay Box into its dedicated circuit.
18. Plug a Power Cord to the receptacle at the back of the Main Headbox and the other

end into its dedicated circuit.
19. Turn the handle of the Regulator counter-clockwise to fully close it.
20. Turn the HVO System ON.

NOTE: A short tone will sound at power-up if the audible alarm toggle is ON

21. Look for the message “HELLO, I’M HVO” on the LCD screen.
22. Watch for 30-40 seconds to see “High Volume Oxygen” and the software version

number.
23. Adjust the concentrators to slightly below the maximum setting on their flowmeters.

Once they are set, do not change the settings or turn the concentrators off manually.
24. When the HVO System stops (because Tank pressure is at the “High Setpoint”),

establish that purity is at 93% (+/-2%). Purity will rise higher during the second cycle.
25. When the Purity is in the correct range, connect a green oxygen hose to the HVO

System’s regulator on one end and to the hard lines on the other end.
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Figure 12 - LCD Screen System Initialization Pages

Figure 13 - LCD Screen Temperature Alarm Pages

Figure 14 - LCD Screen Purity Alarm Pages
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Figure 15 - LCD Screen Normal Operation Pages

4.3. Network Configuration
The HVO System will arrive in “WiFi Setup Mode”. In this mode, the HVO system
broadcasts a network called “HVO_setup”, which you can connect to configure your local
wifi network settings. Alternatively, you can use an Ethernet connection.

4.3.1. WiFi Configuration

To connect the HVO System to your WiFi network, use a WiFi connected device that
has access to the Internet (e.g. laptop, computer, tablet, smartphone) and do the
steps that follow:

1. Turn the HVO system ON.
2. Watch the LCD Screen and take note (or a photo) of the HVO Serial Number.
3. Continue to watch the LCD Screen and confirm that the network page shows

“HVO_setup” as the network to which it is connected.
4. On the WiFi connected device that you will use, connect to the “HVO_setup”

network and enter the password “HVO4thewin”.
5. Use the browser on your device to go to http://192.168.4.1:1880/setup, where

you should see the WiFi Setup page.
6. Enter the last four characters of the HVO Serial Number.
7. Click “Verify”.
8. Click the dropdown and choose the SSID of your WiFi network.
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9. If you don’t see your network, refresh the page and try again.
10. Enter your WIFI network password -- and double-check it to make sure you

have it exactly right. Otherwise, you’ll have to go through this process again.
11. Click “Save”, and the system will restart.

NOTE: If the HVO system fails to connect to WiFi after it reboots, it is most likely
because you mistyped the password. You will need to perform the “Return to
Wifi Configuration Mode” procedure, below, and then perform redo the WiFi
Configuration procedure.

12. When the system restarts, watch the LCD screen and verify that the system has
a connection to your network.

13. If applicable, contact HVO to have them activate your device.

If the setup process is unable to connect the HVO system to your WiFi network, it’s
most likely because you entered the password incorrectly. Return to WiFi
Configuration Mode and perform the procedure again.

NOTE: You may want to try connecting your cellphone to the WiFi network. If you
can connect to WiFi from your phone, you should also be able to connect to it from
the HVO system.

Figure 16 - Initial WIFI Setup page

4.3.2. Ethernet

To use an Ethernet cable to connect your HVO system to your LAN, follow these
steps:

1. Turn the HVO System OFF and unplug from the wall. Open the HVO headbox by
removing the 3 Phillips-head screws from the lid.
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2. Push one end of the Ethernet Cable through the hole in the bottom of the Main
Headbox and into the Ethernet Port on the NIM. Plug the other end into a
functioning Ethernet port on your LAN.

Figure 17 - Ethernet Port

1. Plug the HVO Main AC cord into the wall and turn the HVO System ON.
2. Contact HVO Technical Support to confirm that the HVO System is able to transmit

data to the Seeing EyeTM service.

4.3.3. Return to WiFi Configuration Mode

In WiFi configuration mode, the HVO system broadcasts a network called
HVO_setup, which enables you to configure a connection to your local WiFi
network. You may be required to return to WiFi configuration mode if you
accidentally type an incorrect password while performing the WiFi configuration
procedure, or if your WiFi network name or password has changed.

To return to WiFi configuration mode, follow the steps below:

1. Turn the HVO System ON.
2. Remove the screws and open the Main Headbox.
3. Find the Joystick in the opening on the side of the NIM.

Figure 18 - Joystick on NIM
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4. Press and hold the Joystick continuously for 6 seconds. Be careful to press the
joystick button straight down, without moving it from side-to-side.

5. After you release the joystick button, you should see the message “RESET”
scroll across the LED window on the NIM. This will be followed by a rainbow
pattern, then it will go blank, then it will display a smiley face with blinking green
eyes.

6. Return to the WiFi Configuration procedure.

4.4. Remote Monitor
To use the optional 10.1” Remote Monitor, do the steps that follow:

1. Put the Display face down on a soft, flat surface.
2. Verify the top of the Display with the four control buttons.
3. Insert the two tabs of the Stand into the two slots on the back of the Display and

gently push them towards the top.
4. If not already installed, insert the “Keyboard Dongle” into a USB port on the back of

the Monitor.
5. Put the Stand and Display upright on a solid, flat surface.
6. If necessary, plug the Keyboard in until it has full power.
7. Plug the power cord of the Display into a grounded electrical outlet and into the

receptacle on the back of the Display.
8. Wait approximately 40 seconds to see the “Menu Page” show “Setup WiFi”, “Select a

System”, and “Go to the Monitor Page”.
9. If necessary, do the Network Configuration.
10. If the WiFi selection dropdown list is empty, click “Get WiFi Networks” until you see

choices.
11. Choose the applicable wireless network.
12. Put the password in the applicable box.
13. Click “Save” to restart and get a connection to the network that you selected.
14. If there is a red WiFi symbol with a line through it on the “Menu Page”, do the Network

Configuration or check with your IT specialist.
15. When you have the wireless connection, find the IP address on the LCD Screen and

keep a record of it.
16. Put the IP address in the applicable box.
17. Click “Verify” to see “Success” on the Display.

5. Care and Maintenance
The HVO system does not require a great deal of maintenance. However, for best results,
periodically review the following recommendations:

● It is highly recommended that you use a 15A power surge protector for the Main
unit.

● Periodically check that all oxygen line connections are firmly attached.
● Keep the environment as free of dust, dander, and hair as possible.
● Maintain temperature, humidity, and airflow within the recommended ranges.
● If the HVO System will not be used or monitored for more than a week, turn the

HVO System OFF. For longer periods of time, you should bag your oxygen
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concentrators with desiccant packets to prevent the sieve material from being
damaged by humidity.

● Read the documentation for your oxygen concentrators to understand their
maintenance requirements. Typically, there is an external filter that must be
cleaned periodically, at least once every three to six months. There may also be
an internal filter.

● Bubble-test all connections upon installation and at least once annually. Failure to
maintain leak-free oxygen lines from the oxygen concentrators to the HVO
System can result in low purity.

5.1. Inspection and Cleaning
To keep the HVO System operating safely and effectively, do the activities that follow:

CAUTION: Remember to power down and unplug the HVO system before
reaching inside the headbox.

1. Keep the inside of the Headbox free of dust, moisture, and other contamination.
2. When a component of the HVO System has dirt or other contamination on it, use

compressed air, or water and mild soap to clean the outside.
3. Use the schedule in the table below to do regular minor maintenance.

Interval Maintenance

3 to 6 months

Clean the Outer Filter of each Concentrator (Refer to the
manufacturer instructions)

Clean the Headbox Fan Filter (Refer to Fan Replacement)

1 to 2 years
Replace the Internal Filter of each Concentrator (Refer to
Manufacturer instructions)

Do a leak test at each connection and fitting (Refer to Leak
Check)

5.2. Troubleshooting the HVO System
If there is a problem with the HVO System, use the information in this section to identify
problems, their possible causes, and corrective actions to take.

WARNING: When reaching into the headbox, be careful not to touch live power
connections.

Please go through each of the following steps before contacting support:

1. Check for tripped circuit breakers. Check that every outlet that you are using works
properly. To test, plug a working tool like a hand drill or a lamp into each outlet. If you
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have a voltmeter, you can use that.

2. Check the Pop-Off Breaker switch, which is located inside the Headbox.

Figure 19 -- Location of Compressor Pop-Off Breaker Switch

If the logic board is on but the compressor isn’t running, you may have experienced a
power surge that tripped the internal pop-off breaker switch. Press the button on the
pop-off breaker to reset.

3. Check the coaxial cable connections. If a cable seems worn or has an intermittent
connection, replace it with a new cable. You can test the cable as follows: When the
system is calling for Charging, use a voltmeter to verify that it is getting a 24V DC signal.

4. Check the oxygen concentrators. Unplug the concentrator from the relay box and
unscrew the brass fitting to the manifold. One at a time, plug the concentrator directly
into a working wall outlet (you can use an extension cord for this purpose).

5. Check oxygen flow using the flow meter on the oxygen concentrator. This assumes
that you have a flow meter. If you don’t, you may want to invest in one. Verify that each
of the concentrators is producing an adequate flow of oxygen. Does the liter-per-minute
flow rate rise or fall as you turn the knob on the flowmeter?

6. Check oxygen purity. If you have an oxygen purity tester, measure the output of each
oxygen concentrator.

7. Verify relay box power. One at a time, test each relay box separately by running a
(tested, known-to-be-working) coax cable directly from the Main to one relay box at a
time and turn on the Main.

NOTE: CHECK THE TANK PRESSURE. If the pressure is higher than the low setpoint,
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the system will not call for power in the relay box. If necessary, release some oxygen
from the tank so that the Main turns on.

8. Check the Pressure Release Solenoid. If the compressor is running and you can feel
air coming out of the clear line under the headbox, this means that the solenoid isn’t
closing, and a new solenoid may be needed.

9. Test the Drone. Run a working coax cable directly from the Main to the Drone. Make
sure the Drone power switch is in the “on” position, the cable is fully tightened, and the
cord is snug in the back. Plug the Drone directly into a free outlet separate from the
Main. Disconnect the oxygen inlet hose on the back of the Drone and check for a
vacuum. Listen to determine if the Drone compressor is coming on. If it’s humming but
not coming on (no vacuum) turn it off immediately and call service.

10. When you reconnect the system, check all cords, cables, and connections. Power cords
and cables can come loose over time from vibration. Coax cables can jam and seem
fully tightened when they’re still loose. Wiggle the screw connector and keep trying to
move the nut until it is tight (tighten only by hand).

WARNING: Never operate the HVO system with oxygen concentrators powered off but
still connected to the manifold unless the flow valves are turned all the way to zero.
Running atmospheric air through concentrators that are powered off may cause
permanent damage to the sieve beds. The best practice is to disconnect the oxygen line
from each unused concentrator and plug the hole left in the manifold.

Other Possible Causes of System Issues

1. Power Issues:
a. Significant power fluctuation, brownout, insufficient power due to other devices

sharing the same circuit, or incorrect voltage.
b. A lightning strike or other spike in power can cause blown circuits. The HVO

system, its relay boxes, and most brands of oxygen concentrators have pop-off
breakers that may need to be reset.

c. Trying to run your system with a generator that doesn’t produce enough power.

2. Environmental Issues
a. Insufficient Airflow. In an airtight space, nitrogen build-up / oxygen depletion

can occur. Ensure that you have adequate ventilation that pulls in outside air. A
rule-of-thumb is to plan for 50 CFM per 10 LPM oxygen concentrator. Thus, a
system with six oxygen concentrators would require 300 CFM of air flow.

b. Insufficient HVAC. If the temperature is above or below what is recommended
for PSA oxygen concentrators, they will either produce lower purity oxygen or
cease to operate. All PSA oxygen concentrators operate best when the ambient
temperature is between 45 and 90°F, with relative humidity below 90%.

If your concentrators are producing low purity oxygen (< 89%):

1. The flow rate on your Concentrator(s) may be dialed too high. Each concentrator’s flow
meter should be dialed to just below the top flow rate. For example, a 10 LPM oxygen
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concentrator should be set to 9-9.5 LPM.

2. Power isn’t reaching oxygen concentrators:
a. Not all concentrators are plugged in
b. Relay box or circuit-breaker tripped
c. Leak in the manifold. Check all the oxygen lines.
d. Check that the brass fitting is securely seated on the barb of the oxygen

concentrator. Hand tighten fittings. Do not use tools on the brass fittings that
connect the oxygen lines to the oxygen concentrators.

e. Check the manifold (clear plastic oxygen) lines at the push-to-connect fittings. If
necessary, cut off the ends of the lines to make a flush cut, and re-insert into
push to connect manifold or connection.

3. Concentrators with an electro-mechanical power switch work best with the HVO system.
Those with an electronic membrane power switch (e.g. Sequal Integra) may not turn on
when the relay box is energized. See Testing Concentrators for Compatibility, below.

4. You have AirSep Onyx Ultra or AirSep NewLife Intensity 10 oxygen concentrators and
you are running them without a Flow Regulator. This will result in lower than optimal
purity. Contact HVO to acquire one.

5. You are operating a variety of different models of oxygen concentrators on the same
HVO manifold. Concentrators of different types may produce different line pressures. For
example, if you have a concentrator that produces a pressure of 20 psi and you connect
it to the same manifold with another concentrator that produces only 14 psi, the output of
the higher pressure concentrator will suppress the output of the weaker one.

Testing Concentrators for Compatibility with the HVO System

1. Plug each oxygen concentrator directly into a wall outlet and turn it on.
2. Disconnect the power cord, wait 10 seconds, and plug it back in. If the concentrator does

not power back on, it may not work with the HVO system.

Usage is higher than oxygen being provided

If your usage exceeds the generating capacity of your systyem, you may need to add
additional oxygen concentrators to meet the demand for O2. Each compressor model
has limits on input, which means you can only connect a certain number of oxygen
concentrators. If you exceed that number, you will need an HVO Drone in order to add
more oxygen concentrators. Contact High Volume Oxygen for more information.

5.3. Diagnostic Information
Inside the headbox, at the base of the L-bracket to which the Controller Assembly is
attached, there’s a black box with the HVO logo on top, known as the Network Interface
Module or NIM. The window on top of the NIM exposes an 8x8 LED matrix that provides
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information about the operational status of the HVO system.

Figure 20 - The NIM LED Matrix

In addition, there is a small square joystick located in a hole on the side of the NIM. It
can be manipulated in five directions: North, South, East, West and Down. Assume that
North is toward the back of the headbox. The joystick can be clicked briefly or held in
place to perform various functions. Here are the functions and how to active them:

● Click North: Display current Tank PSI
● Click South: Display IP address and serial number
● Click East: Display relative humidity
● Click West: Display temperature in Celsius
● Click Down: Rotate orientation of the smiley face 90°
● Hold Down for 6 seconds and release to go into Wifi Configuration Mode

5.4. Emptying the Tank
Your HVO System may have one or more tanks attached to it, such as if you have multiple
Mains, one or more Drones, or one or more Storage Tanks. Many repair procedures, such
as the replacement of a compressor or controller assembly, require the tank on which the
repair is being performed to be empty of all pressure before you may safely proceed. If
you can isolate the pressure on a given tank or tanks using a ball or shutoff valve, you
may be able to retain pressure in some tanks. If you are all uncertain, content HVO before
proceeding.

To release oxygen from the HVO System:

1. Turn the HVO system OFF.
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2. Unplug the Power cord from the back of the Main Headbox.
3. Turn the handle on the Regulator counter-clockwise to fully close it.
4. Make sure there is no oxygen flow.
5. Attach a green oxygen-rated line to the Regulator, and position the open end outside.
6. Make sure there are no potential ignition sources.
7. Slowly turn the handle of the Regulator clockwise to fully open it.
8. Make sure there is a flow of oxygen on the open end of the line, and that the gauge

confirms that Tank pressure is decreasing.
9. When the tank pressure gauge shows 0 psi, make sure there is no oxygen flow at the

open end of the Line.
10. Turn the handle of the Regulator counter-clockwise to fully close it.

5.5. Leak Check
The best time to check for leaks from the HVO manifold is right after the HVO System
becomes fully charged and shuts itself off. At that point, the clear vinyl lines will be
pressurized as the concentrators are discharging their remaining pressure. This increases
the likelihood that bubbles will be present at the leak. Check all push-to-connect fittings on
the clear vinyl oxygen lines, as well as the brass nuts that are attached to the
concentrators.

Do a soap bubble test for leaks at all connections, fittings, and Bungs as follows:

1. Fill a 1 quart spray bottle with water. You can add 1 tablespoon of glycerin to make
the bubbles last longer

2. Add 3 tablespoons of liquid dish soap and gently mix the solution.
3. Turn the HVO system ON and put it in the Charging Cycle so that the Lines are under

pressure. To put the HVO System in charging mode, either wait for normal
consumption to drop the pressure below the low setpoint or safely release oxygen via
the regulator or on downstream devices.

4. Spray the soap solution at the applicable connection points - for clear vinyl oxygen
Lines (e.g. the brass nut on the Concentrator, fittings on Manifold, and
quick-disconnect at the back of the Main), Braided Steel Lines, and/or Bungs at tank
openings (including at the bottom of the Tank).

5. If bubbles form, tighten the applicable connection.
6. If you can’t identify the leak or don’t know how to fix it, turn the HVO System OFF and

contact HVO Technical Support.

5.6. Oxygen Purity Test
The HVO system has an onboard oxygen purity sensor that reports the combined purity of
all attached Concentrators. If one or more Concentrators are producing low purity oxygen,
the overall purity of the HVO System is reduced. To find the offending Concentrators, you
must do a purity test of each Concentrator, one-by-one, and record the results of those
tests.

To test the purity of individual Concentrators, use an Oxygen Purity Tester (such as the
“HVO Handheld Oxygen Purity Tester”) that is designed to measure the purity of oxygen
generated by oxygen concentrators.
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To test the purity of oxygen generated by the HVO System:

1. Turn the HVO system OFF.
2. Turn each Concentrator OFF.
3. Plug a single Concentrator into a wall outlet (not a Relay Box).
4. Disconnect the output Line of the Concentrator at the Manifold and insert it into the

input port of the Purity Tester.
5. Turn the Concentrator ON and wait 2 minutes for it to warm up so that it reaches

maximum purity.
6. Make sure that the flow meter on the Concentrator is registering a flow that is at or

near the high flow rate (e.g. 9 LPM for a 10 LPM Concentrator). Adjust if necessary.
7. Press the button on the Purity Tester and observe the reading.
8. Place a sticker on the Concentrator and keep a record of the purity, as well as the

date and time when the test was done, and your initials.
9. Do this procedure for each Concentrator.
10. If a Concentrator has a result of less than 89%, temporarily remove it from the HVO

System, and contact HVO.
11. Add the results together and divide by the number of Concentrators, to get the

combined average purity rating.
12. If the combined average purity rating is more than 2% different from the purity

reported by the onboard Purity Sensor, do the Oxygen Purity Sensor Calibration.

Figure 21 - Handheld Purity Tester

5.7. Oxygen Purity Sensor Calibration

Calibrate the onboard oxygen purity readings as follows:
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1. Make sure the temperature around Headbox is in the correct range (Refer to
Operating Environment)

2. Do the Oxygen Purity Test.
3. Contact HVO Technical Support to give the average purity readings - An HVO

representative will update the calibration data for the Oxygen Purity Sensor.

5.8. Component Testing

5.8.1. Concentrator Function Check

Do a test of the Concentrator as follows:

1. Turn the HVO System OFF.
2. Unplug the Concentrator from the Relay Box.
3. Disconnect the Line from the Manifold at the quick-disconnect fitting.
4. In sequence, put the power cord of each Concentrator into a wall outlet.
5. Check the Flow Meter on each Concentrator to verify that the oxygen flow is

close to its reported output.
6. Do an Oxygen Purity Test.
7. Use a new functional Coaxial Cable to attach the Main to a Relay Box.
8. Turn the HVO System ON.
9. Do this for each Relay Box.

NOTE: you can release oxygen from the tank to start the Charging Cycle
10. With the Compressor operating, check if there is air coming out of the exhaust

line under the Headbox. If there is, you may need to replace the Pressure
Release Solenoid (Refer to Replacement of Pressure Release Solenoid).

11. Connect the Lines to the quick-disconnect fittings of the Manifold.
12. Plug the Concentrators into the Relay Boxes.
13. Turn the HVO System ON.

5.8.2. Drone Function Check

Test a Drone as follows:

1. Turn the HVO System OFF.
2. Plug the power cord of the Drone into its own outlet (separate from the Main).

CAUTION if you hear the Compressor make a noise but not start,
immediately turn it OFF.

3. Disconnect the inlet Line at the Drone.
4. Remove the screws and open the lid of the Drone Headbox to get access to the

Pop-off Breaker.
5. If applicable, press the button on the Pop-off Breaker to reset.
6. Close the lid of the Drone Headbox and install the screws.
7. Insert the inlet Line to the connection on Drone.
8. Plug the Drone into the Relay Box.
9. Turn the HVO System ON.

If a Drone does not work correctly, do a temporary bypass as follows:
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1. Disconnect the Oxygen Input Line from the inoperative Drone.
2. Connect the Oxygen Input Line to the Main or a functional Drone.
3. Contact HVO.

In the interim, the system will operate at a reduced capacity.

5.9. Component Removal and Installation
WARNING: The removal of some components requires that the tank be completely
empty. Follow the procedure for Emptying the Tank.

WARNING: Do not let oxygen blow into hair or clothing. A spark or flame can cause rapid
ignition of material that is saturated with oxygen.

CAUTION: Make sure that the HVO System is OFF before you disconnect a Coaxial
Cable. A loose coaxial connection with a live signal can cause damage to compressors
and other components by turning them rapidly on and off.

CAUTION: Use only the tools that are recommended in each procedure. Do not use
pliers or vice grips on nuts or screw heads.

5.9.1. Coaxial Cable Replacement

Remove and install a Coaxial Cable as follows:

CAUTION: Coaxial connectors should only be hand-tightened. The use of tools
such as a wrench or pliers may damage the connector.

1. Turn the HVO System OFF.
2. Unscrew the two ends of the coaxial cable.
3. Attach the two ends of a new coaxial cable.
4. Turn the HVO System ON.

5.9.2. Controller Replacement

WARNING: Before starting this procedure, be sure to empty the tank(s).

Tools required: 12” long medium Phillips head screwdriver

Remove and install a Controller as follows:

1. Turn the HVO System OFF.
2. Unplug the Power Cord at the back of the Main Headbox.
3. To make sure there is no pressure to the Pressure Sensor Line, follow the

procedure for emptying oxygen from the Main Tank. Remove the screws and
open the lid of the Main Headbox. It is recommended that you photograph the
controller and all connections to use as a reference when reinstalling.

4. Use needle nose pliers to pull each of the three Power Source Wires.
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5. Pull the two sides of the connector to disconnect the Pressure Release
Solenoid.

6. Pull the two sides of the plug to disconnect the Compressor Plug.
7. Unscrew the two ends of the short Coaxial Cable inside the Headbox that

connects the Controller.
8. Disconnect the Line at the quick-disconnect of the Purity Sensor.
9. Pull to disconnect the Fan Connector.
10. Remove the four screws to disconnect the Controller.
11. Gently lift the Controller to access the Line to the Pressure Sensor.
12. Disconnect the Line at the Pressure Sensor. If working alone, you may need to

use scissors to cut the pressure sensor line in order to lift out the controller.
Leave at least 3 inches on the push to connect.

13. Remove the Controller.
14. Put the new Controller in position.
15. Connect the Line to the Pressure Sensor. Be sure the line is pushed all the way

in by tugging to ensure that it is firmly connected.
16. Install the screws to attach the Controller.
17. Insert the Fan Connector.
18. Insert Line at the quick-disconnect of the Purity Sensor.
19. Connect the two ends of the short Coaxial Cable that attach the Controller to

the Coaxial connector on the inside of the Headbox.
20. Connect the Compressor Plug.
21. Connect the Pressure Release Solenoid Connector.
22. Use needle nose pliers to insert each of the three Power Source Wires.
23. Close the lid of the Main Headbox and install the screws.
24. Plug in the HVO System Power Cord.
25. Turn the HVO System ON.

5.9.3. Pressure Release Solenoid Replacement

A Pressure Release Solenoid is attached to the compressor’s exhaust port. It’s
purpose is to release pressure that may have built up inside the compressor during
normal operation, so that the compressor is free to spin when energized. A
malfunctioning or broken Pressure Release Valve will either A) fail to contain
pressure in the compressor when it is needed, or B) release pressure when the
compressor is attempting to store oxygen.

NOTE: On a Pro Series system, the Main uses a Normally Closed solenoid,
whereas the Drone uses a Normally Open solenoid. Pay close attention to which
type you’re installing, as the system will not work correctly with the wrong type.

No tools required.

You can replace the Pressure Release Solenoid as follows:

1. Turn the HVO System OFF.
2. Unplug the HVO System Power Cord.
3. Disconnect the Solenoid Block Tubing.
4. Remove the Solenoid Block Nut.
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5. Slide the Solenoid Block off.
6. Disconnect the Solenoid Block Power Cable.
7. Slide the Washer off.
8. Pivot the Solenoid to point up.
9. Turn the Solenoid to unscrew and remove it.
10. Wrap ‘oxygen tape’ around the Solenoid Fitting.
11. If applicable, disassemble the Solenoid Assembly as follows:

a. Remove the Solenoid Nut.
b. Remove the Solenoid Block Nut.
c. Slide the Solenoid Block off.
d. Slide the Washer off.

12. Put the Solenoid on its fitting and use a wrench to turn until it is secure.
13. Pivot the Solenoid to the correct position.
14. Slide the Washer on.
15. Push to connect the Solenoid Block Power Cables.
16. Slide the Solenoid Block on.
17. Install the Solenoid Block Nut and use a wrench to tighten until secure.
18. Push to connect the Solenoid Block Power Cable.
19. Connect the Solenoid Block Tubing.
20. Plug in the HVO System Power Cord.
21. Turn the HVO System ON.

To test for a successfully installed solenoid, wait for the Charging stage to begin
(after the warm-up stage) and check if gas is being released from the exhaust line
of the Pressure Release Solenoid. If no gas is being released, the installation was
successful.

5.9.4. Micro SD Card Replacement

No tools required.

Remove and install a Micro SD Card as follows:

1. Turn the HVO System OFF.
2. Remove the screws and open the lid of the Main Headbox.
3. Disconnect the set screw of the NIM.
4. Pull to disconnect the Power Cord of the NIM.
5. Wiggle to loosen the NIM and get access to its side.
6. Remove the “Micro SD Card” from the Memory Card Slot.
7. Insert the new “Micro SD card” into the Memory Card Slot.
8. Put the NIM in position.
9. Gently secure the Set Screw of the NIM.
10. Insert the Power Cord of the NIM.
11. Close the lid of the Main Headbox and install its Screws.
12. Turn the HVO System ON.
13. After approximately 30 seconds, make sure a green smile and blinking eyes

show on the LCD Screen.
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5.9.5. Fan Replacement

Tools required: Medium Phillips head screwdriver, 9mm socket or small adjustable
wrench

Replace the Fan as follows:

1. Turn the HVO system OFF
2. Detach the Primary Power Cord at the back of the Main Headbox.
3. Remove the screws and open the Main Headbox.
4. Keep a record of the Fan AC Connector Plug position.
5. Disconnect the Fan AC Connector Plug.
6. Use a small flat object to gently pry the Filter Cover from the outside of the

Headbox.
7. Remove the filter from the cover. Clean the filter using warm, soapy water.

Rinse, dry, and set aside.
8. Use a 9mm socket or a small adjustable wrench and a screwdriver to remove

the Fan Housing Nuts.
9. Remove the Fan.

10. Put the new Fan in position with the label facing into the Headbox.
11. Use a 9mm socket or a small adjustable wrench, and a screwdriver to install the

Fan Housing Nuts.
12. On the outside of the Headbox, push a clean, dry Filter Cover into position.
13. Attach the Fan AC Connector Plug.
14. Close the lid of the Headbox and use a screwdriver to install the Headbox

Screws.
15. Connect the Main Power Cord.
16. Turn the HVO system ON and visually verify that the Fan is operating.
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Figure 22 - Headbox Fan

Figure 23 - Fan Screws and Outer Base Plate
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5.9.6. Compressor Replacement
Tools required: 11/16” crescent wrench, 7/16” socket with a 12” socket extension and
a ratchet, medium Philips head screwdriver.

Remove and install a Compressor as follows:

1. Turn the HVO system OFF.
2. Detach the Power Cord at the back of the Main Headbox.
3. Release all pressure from the HVO System by following the procedure for

emptying the tank(s).
4. Remove the screws and open the Main Headbox.
5. Disconnect the input Line at the quick-disconnect of the Compressor.
6. Use an 11/16” wrench to disconnect the braided steel output Line from the

Compressor.
7. Disconnect the power cord of the Compressor.
8. Turn the Pressure Release Solenoid approximately 90 degrees to get access to

the electrical leads.
9. Use pliers to disconnect the electrical leads of the Pressure Release Solenoid.

10. Use a 7/16” socket with a 12” socket extension to remove the nuts and washers
that hold the Compressor to the Headbox.

11. Lift the Compressor out.
12. Put the Vibration Pads in position near the attachment bolts.
13. Put the Compressor in position.
14. Install the washers on the attachment bolts.
15. Use a 7/16 socket (with extension) to install the nuts that attach the baseplate of

the Compressor to the Headbox.
16. Insert the input Line at the quick-disconnect to the Compressor.
17. Connect the power cord of the Compressor.
18. Use a wrench to connect the braided steel Line to the outflow connection of the

Compressor.
19. Connect the electrical leads of the Pressure Release Solenoid.
20. Turn the Pressure Release Solenoid approximately 90 degrees to point the

electrical leads down.
21. For a MAX Compressor, hand-tighten the Particle Filter.
22. Close the lid of the Headbox and install the screws.
23. Turn the Regulator valve handle counter-clockwise to fully close it.
24. Plug the power cord into the back of the Main Headbox.
25. Turn the HVO System power ON.
26. Visually verify that the pressure gauge shows pressure slowly increasing.

6. Technical Support
If there is a problem with the HVO System, refer to the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and
checklists on the HVO Support Page and/or refer to the section on Troubleshooting your HVO
System.

If this does not fix the problem, contact HVO.
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7. Illustrated Parts List
Part Description Variations Photo

Main Unit

Headbox,
Controller,
Compressor,
Tank
combination

20, 30, 60, 80
gallon tank
Standard,
Mighty Mite,
MAX
Compressor

P/N
PSM-M2-20G,
PSM-M2-30G,
PSM-M2-60G,
PSM-M2-80G,
PSM-M3-20G,
PSM-M3-30G,
PSM-M3-60G,
PSM-M3-80G

Shown: Pro Series 80 Gallon Main

Drone Unit
Headbox and
Tank
combination

20, 30, 60, 80
gallon tank
Standard,
Mighty Mite,
MAX
Compressor

P/N
PSM-D2-20G,
PSM-D2-30G,
PSM-D2-60G,
PSM-D2-80G,
PSM-D3-20G,
PSM-D3-30G,
PSM-D3-60G,
PSM-D3-80G

Shown: Pro Series 30 Gallon Drone
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Storage Tank Tank (without
Headbox)

20, 30, 60, 80
gallons

P/N
STR-20G,
STR-30G,
STR-60G,
STR-80G

Shown: 80 Gallon Storage Tank

PSA Oxygen
Concentrator

Device that
filters oxygen
from
atmospheric air

5 LPM, 10
LPM, multiple
makes and
models

Shown: Respironics M10

Relay Box

Electrical signal
transmitter used
to turn
Concentrators
on and off

3-outlet
(110V/20A or
240V/8A
EU/Overseas)
P/N
RBX-A3-110V,
RBX-A3-220V
EU/Overseas

5-outlet
(110V/30A or
240V/13A
EU/Overseas)
P/N
RBX-A5-110V,
RBX-A5-220V
EU/Overseas Shown: 3-Outlet Relay Box
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Headbox

Steel box
containing
system
components,
and attached to
a Tank

Main P/N
PSM-M2-HB,
PSM-M3-HB

Drone P/N
PSM-D2-HB,
PSM-D3-HB

Shown: Drone Headbox

Compressor

Motor to
compress and
transfer oxygen
from a
Concentrator to
a tank.

Standard
Mighty Mite
MAX

Shown: MAX

Pressure
Release
Solenoid

Releases
excess
pressure from
the HVO
System’s
compressor(s)

Main (NCS)
Drone (NOS)

Shown: NCS Pressure Release Solenoid
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Power Cord
AC power cord
for HVO
System

20A NEMA
L6-20P,
30A NEMA
L5-30P

Shown: 20APower Cord

Oxygen
Regulator

Controls
outbound line
pressure from
the HVO
System to the
oxygen
consuming
application

High Flow/Low
Pressure
P/N
REGHARLP

Shown: Harris Regulator

Manifold

Connected
brass fitting and
lines that
conduct the
flow of
generated
oxygen from
multiple inputs
to a single
output

Up to six 1/4"
input lines, one
3/8" output line

Shown: For Pro Gen 10
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8. APPENDICES
8.1. Technical Data and Spec Sheets

● Respironics M10 Oxygen Concentrator Datasheet

● Airsep NewLife Intensity 10 Oxygen Concentrator Datasheet

● Pro Gen 10 Oxygen Concentrator Datasheet

● Other Technical Data and Spec Sheets

8.2. Patents - Method and Apparatus for Managing Oxygen
Generating System

● 8,702,840 granted April 22, 2014

● 8,876,941 granted November 4, 2014

● 9,139,434 granted September 22, 2015

● 9,372,488 granted June 21, 2016

● 10,073,441 granted September 11, 2018

8.3. Certifications
● European CE Mark Granted by NCEE Labs May 4, 2020.

8.4. Glossary

Term Definition

Air Separation
The process of separating atmospheric air into its constituent
gases, usually to isolate a particular gas, in this case oxygen.

Argon (Ar)

An inert gas that constitutes approximately 5% of the extract
from PSA/VSA oxygen concentrators. Oxygen is the chief
extract, constituting approximately 95% of the output.

Braided Steel Line
A high-pressure line used to interconnect two HVO tanks and to
connect the compressor to the tank.

Bung
A threaded plug used to make an airtight seal on the openings of
an HVO storage tank.

Changeover Manifold

An oxygen delivery device that enables a backup system to
supply oxygen to a gas pipeline. Automatic changeover is
facilitated by using a low pressure setpoint as a trigger to switch
to the backup supply.

Charged

The last state in the Charging Cycle, after venting. Triggered
when the venting period expires, at which point the Pressure
Release Solenoid is closed.
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Charging

The second state in the Charging Cycle, after warm-up, triggered
when the warm-up period expires. The Pressure Release
Solenoid closes, Compressor turns on, and the HVO System
begins storing generated oxygen. The Charging state ends when
the high pressure setpoint is reached.

Charging Cycle

A sequence of states that control the generation and storage of
oxygen in the HVO System: Warm-Up, Charging, Venting, and
Charged. The Charging Cycle begins when the tank pressure is
below the low setpoint, and ends when the tank pressure is at
the high setpoint.

Check Valve

A valve that allows gas to flow in only one direction. The HVO
System uses a check valve to prevent oxygen from flowing back
through the compressor.

Cloud Monitoring Service

A subscription service that collects data from HVO Pro Series
systems, stores it in the cloud, and makes it available for
subscribers to view. The service monitors the data for actionable
conditions and, when detected, sends notifications via text and
email to subscribers.

Coaxial Cable

A flexible electrical cable over which the Main sends a signal to
associated Relay Boxes and Drones to indicate when they
should become active or inactive.

Compressor Assembly

A replaceable assembly consisting of a compressor, braided
steel line, check valve, Pressure Release Solenoid, and
mounting plate.

Concentrator Warm-up Mode

A 90 second stage of the Charging Cycle during which the
attached oxygen concentrators are activated but prior to
activation of the compressor., Enables the concentrators to
achieve maximum oxygen purity.

Controller Assembly

A replaceable assembly consisting of a PCB and a NIM that are
mounted on an L-bracket. Used to control the Charging Cycle
and to communicate data to the cloud.

Cubic Feet per Hour (CFH)

A flow rate measurement of the number of cubic feet of gas that
flows past a point in a gas pipe over a period of one hour. Implies
actual temperature and pressure.

Cubic Feet per Minute (CFM)

A flow rate measurement of the number of cubic feet of gas that
flows past a point in a gas pipe over a period of one minute.
Implies actual temperature and pressure.

Drone

A Compressor Assembly mounted in a headbox situated on top
of a tank. Receives a coaxial signal from the Main to determine
whether to turn on or off. Used to extend the compression
capacity of an HVO system by enabling additional concentrators
to be attached to the system.

Pressure Release Solenoid (NCS,
NOS)

A solenoid that is used to release pressure so that the
compressor can start unimpeded. The NCS type is used for the
Pro Series Main, whereas the NOS type is used in the Drone.

Ethernet
A wired network standard that is an alternative to WiFi. Requires
no configuration. Simply connect an Ethernet cable that has
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access to the Internet to the HVO System. Preferable to WiFi,
when available, due to higher transmission speed and reliability.

Headbox

The large green box that houses the components of the Main
and Drone, and located on top of a storage tank. In the Main, it
contains a Controller, Compressor, and Fan. In the Drone, it
contains a Compressor and Fan.

High Setpoint

The tank pressure that triggers the venting state in the Charging
Cycle. Set to 150 psi for the Mighty Mite and MAX compressors
and 100 psi for the Standard compressor.

Light Emitting Diode (LED)

A semiconductor device that emits light when an electric current
is passed through it. The HVO system has a Red, a Green, and
a Blue LED on the front panel.

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
A type of flat panel display that uses liquid crystals and
back-lighting to display information.

Liquid Oxygen (LOX)

When compressed and cooled, gaseous oxygen changes state
and becomes a liquid. The HVO system does NOT use or
produce liquid oxygen.

Liters per Minute

A flow rate measurement that indicates the number of liters of
gas (or liquid) that can pass through a pipe in one minute.
Implies actual temperature and pressure.

L-bracket

A steel bracket located in the Main which serves as the
foundation for the Controller Assembly. Contains PCB and a
NIM.

Low Setpoint

The tank pressure that triggers the warm-up state in the
Charging Cycle. Set to 100 psi for the Mighty Mite and MAX
compressors and 30 psi for the Standard compressor.

Power Cord Power cord used for the Main, Drone and Relay Boxes.

Main

The Main is the brain of the HVO system, controlling the
Charging Cycles based on tank pressure.
It consists of a Controller Assembly and a Compressor Assembly
mounted in a headbox situated on top of a tank.

Molecular Sieve
A material such as Zeolite that is used in PSA/VSA oxygen
concentrators and molecular-sieve oxygen plants.

Network Interface Module (NIM)

A single-board computer in the Pro Series system that is used to
collect sensor data and send it to the Seeing Eye™ Cloud
Monitoring Service.

Nitrogen (N)

A gas that constitutes approximately 80% of atmospheric air and
the only gas that is significantly removed from air by PSA oxygen
concentrators.

Oxygen (O)

The primary extract of the PSA/VSA process, constituting
approximately 95% of the output. Most of the remaining 5% of
the output is Argon.

Oxygen Concentrator

A device that uses a molecular sieve-based air separation
process such as PSA to produce purified oxygen. The output of
most oxygen concentrators is rated USP Oxygen 93, i.e. 90-96%
pure.
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Oxygen Purity

Refers to the purity of generated oxygen as a percentage of the
measured gas, where 0% is the least pure and 100% is the most
pure.

Oxygen Regulator

A device that is connected to the tank to regulate the pressure of
oxygen coming from the HVO system. As a general rule, the
pressure setting on the regulator should never be higher than the
low setpoint pressure.

Pop-off Breaker

A circuit breaker in the headbox of the Main and Drone. If a
power surge is detected, the pop-off breaker will trip to break the
circuit, which protects the compressor and other devices that
might be damaged by high power.

Pounds per Square Inch (PSI)
A unit of pressure expressed in pounds of force per square inch
of area.

Pounds per Square Inch Gauge
(PSIG)

Gauge pressure is PSI measured relative to ambient
atmospheric pressure. A vessel (such as an HVO tank) that is
completely void of any air molecules at sea level would be
roughly -14.7 PSIG, and ambient air pressure is always
measured as 0 PSIG, regardless of whatever the current
barometric pressure is. In practice, the term PSI is commonly
used when referencing the pressure in a tank, though PSIG is
the more accurate term.

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA)

A technology used to separate gas species from a mixture of
gases under pressure according to the species' molecular
characteristics and affinity for an adsorbent material such as
zeolite.

Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
An electronic circuit board to which integrated circuits and other
components are attached.

Relay Box

An HVO system component that controls the on/off state of
oxygen concentrators via a coaxial signal. Available in 3-outlet
and 5-outlet variations for 110V and 240V power.

Safety Blow-off Valve
A valve that releases gas into the atmosphere when the pressure
in the tank exceeds a defined safe level, in this case 200 psi.

Sieve Bed

A cylinder that contains an adsorbent material such as zeolite.
Sieve beds are a core component of PSA/VSA air separation
devices.

Standard Cubic Feet per Minute
(SCFM). Also, SCFH, SLPM.

The molar flow rate of a gas, corrected to "standardized"
conditions of temperature and pressure, thus representing a
fixed number of moles of gas regardless of composition and
actual flow conditions, and represented in the appropriate units
(liters, cubic feet), and duration (per hour, per minute). Terms
such as CFM and LPM are presumed to represent Actual CFM
or Actual LPM, meaning at the actual temperature and pressure
in a given setting.

Standard Temperature and
Pressure (STP)

Standard established for taking accurate measurements of
substances, such as gases. The NIST standard defines STP as
20 °C (293.15 K, 68 °F) and an absolute pressure of 1 atm
(14.696 psi, 101.325 kPa).
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Storage Tank

An oxygen-clean pressure vessel used to store oxygen at
pressures up to 150 psig in the HVO System. Available in 20, 30,
60, and 80 gallon sizes.

USP Oxygen 93

A certification given by the United States Pharmacopeia to
represent oxygen produced from air by the molecular sieve
process. Such oxygen is expected to contain >= 90% and <=
96%, by volume, of oxygen, the remainder consisting mostly of
argon and nitrogen.

Vacuum Swing Adsorption
Similar to PSA but using a vacuum to pull gases rather than
pushing them through sieve beds with a compressor.

Venting

The third state in the Charging Cycle, after Charging. Triggered
when tank pressure reaches the high setpoint. Venting runs for a
configurable duration (usually 1 minute), during which time the
Main compressor and signal are off, and the Pressure Release
Solenoid is kept open. It’s purpose is to allow the pressure that
remains in the oxygen concentrators to bleed off through the
compressor in order to prevent back pressure that could impede
the compressor when the next cycle begins.

Vinyl Oxygen Line
Oxygen-rated tubing that is used to carry oxygen in the manifold
and inside the Headbox.

Warm-up

The first state in the Charging Cycle. Triggered when tank
pressure is below the low setpoint. When activated, a signal is
sent to all connected relay boxes, causing the attached oxygen
concentrators to turn on. Warm-up runs for a configurable
duration (usually 90 seconds), during which time the compressor
is off and the Pressure Release Solenoid is open. No oxygen is
stored during warm-up.

WiFi Configuration Mode
An HVO System mode that enables the customer to configure
the local WiFi network.

8.5. Long Term Storage
When putting an HVO system into long-term storage, the goal is to prevent the equipment
from coming into contact with water or being exposed to humidity. You’ll need desiccant
packets, heavy-duty plastic bags, twist-ties, and your original oxygen concentrator boxes (or
new boxes). Perform this procedure with all equipment dry, clean, and at room temperature.

Prepare the oxygen concentrators:

1. Close the flowmeters on the oxygen concentrators.
2. Place each PSA oxygen concentrator in a plastic bag with one or two desiccant

packets.
3. Close the bag and seal it with a twist-tie.
4. Place the bag and concentrator in a box

Prepare the headboxes (Main and Drone):
1. Place one or two desiccant packets in each headbox.
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2. Cover the headbox with a large plastic bag.
3. Tape the bag so that it prevents air from entering the headbox.

Storage room conditions should have a temperature between 0 to 70°C, and be free of dust
and moisture.
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